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Antivibration Table LFM 75 active / passive

LFM75 ACTS Fully Equiped AV Table with active ARIS75 device, kayboard shlef, PC shelf and 

stainless Steel cover plates and stainless steel fix table desks

8 830

LFM75 PSTS Fully Equiped AV Table with pasive SOTO75 device, kayboard shlef, PC shelf 

and stainless Steel cover plates and stainless steel fix table desks

4 610

LFM75 ACT Fully Equiped AV Table with active ARIS75 device, kayboard shlef, PC shelf and 

stainless Steel only for cover plates for AV compartment

8 390

LFM75 PST Fully Equiped AV Table with pasive SOTO75 device, kayboard shlef, PC shelf 

and stainless Steel only for cover plates for AV compartment

4 170

Individual parts for individual solution:

LFM75 Basic Table without AV device and without other accesories.                        1 680

ARIS TT75 I The active state of the art antivibration device with specially developed sensors 

and dedicated low-power linear motors from K&S advanced systems adjustable 

for load of 15-75 kg. Golden standard in IVF AV solutions

6 740

SOTO 75 The passive antivibration device from K&S advanced systems adjustable for 

load of 15-75 kg.

2 440

LFM P75 Shelf for PC placed under the table on the left or right hand side in the rear 75

LFM AC2 The fix table surface made from stainless steel 440

Other colour than white or light grey - on demand, specify RAL 46

The prices of the basic table are for measures 120 x 90 x 80, increasing 

measrues by each 10 cm - additional charge

85
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Antivibration Solutions

basic measures 1100x750x80 (can be customeised : width 1000-1400, depth:700-900, height:70-95), ready made to utilize the pasive 

Complete sets:

                         prices are EXW Prague, transportation and installation will be charged separately depending on the final location



OPTIONS TO DECIDE

1) stainless steel or laminated surface of the table desk? 

The left side keyboard shelf and only the AV island plate 

made of stainless steel The right sidekeyboard shelf and desks made from stainless steel                             

2) pull out or swing out shelf for the keyboard? Left or Right?

   pull out keyboard shelfhere on the left side the right side located shelf first pull out and then turn round                   

3) PC shlef vertical or horizontal? Left or Right?

4) The AV devcie can be pasive SOTO75 or active ARIS75. 

he active needs a power supply and is only during installation PC adjusted. After adjustment does 

not require PC connection any more.

in all versions the plate under the microscope is made from the stainless steelas it has a function 

purpose. However the left and right fix desk of the table can have a different surface. See 

difference on the pictures below:

The optional Keyboard shelf can be located on the right or the left side of the table. It can be pull 

out version or very convenient but more expensive swing out mechanism. See pic. below:

The optional PC shelf can be located on the right or the left side of the table. It can be optionaly 

vertical or a horizontal shelf



PC shelf , vertical version on the right side Front side detail view

Microscope hight adjustment screws from the bottom, keaboard swing out shelf on teh right and PC Horizontal shelf on the right.

The adjustment process of the ARIS electronic AV device. Currently monitirong of thevibrations.



Fully equiped all Stainless steel desks and swing out keyboard shelf version of LFM75 AV table

AV technology built into the table of the laminar hood - another possible solution…


